
 Tips for worms eye view/ low angle. 

 

 A low angle includes objects that are close and far. Hence, always pay attention 
to the aperture and the depth of field.  

 When you go to such a low level that you can't see the frame properly, take extra 
effort to ensure that the frame is in level. You can always realign it in the editing 
process but why not aim for perfection? 

 The background will most probably be the sky or the ceiling. If it's the sky, 
check your camera settings as you don't want the background to be 
overexposed. 

 It may be a sunny day and all your shots are coming out well. …….until you go 
for a low shot. The foreground is dark and the sky is not that well defined. What’s 
happening? 
If your low angle shot is including a lot of sky, and it is a bright day, you will need 
to compensate or, possibly, accept the limits of the scene in front of you. To 
compensate, take a pick between the dark and the light and go for it. If you want 
a lot of sky or cloud to be defined, underexpose. If the foreground is too 
important to you to let go, overexpose and accept that the sky will be blown out. 
But at least you can capture the aspect that is most important to you. 
 

 Understand Aperture and Depth Of Field 

(Use mainly Aperture Priority mode for this assignment). 

 

 A low angle shot is going to have objects near and far. That is part of its appeal, 
being able to show the perspective by including foreground objects. This means 
you will need to understand your camera and lens combination’s for aperture. A 
high f-stop up does not insure perfect depth of field. Each lens has positive and 
negative aspects this approach and it is best to learn where your lens performs 
best, then use that setting  

 Know what you want to focus on. If the foreground is important, you will have to 
let the sky get overexposed. If the sky is important, the foreground will be dark. 
So, decide what is important to you. 

 Focal length – do you want depth or blur in background. 

 Af- point – you want to focus on a specific part of image you need spot/single 
focus and not partial or center weight etc. 

 A small and sturdy tripod will help you capture photos that need a slow shutter 
speed, especially in a low light condition.  

 A remote control/ timer delay egg. 2 sec can also be useful to click better photos. 
But, it is not like you're photos won't turn out great if you don't have it. Just keep 
trying and never give up! The only thing you need is practice. 

 
 


